
4 спальная комната вилла продается в Turre, Almería

Charming villa with lovely mountain views on a large plot of land for sale between Turre and Mojacar in Almeria,
Andalusia with a pool, fruit trees, and covered parking area.

Overview
This villa is set on one floor with terracotta tiles throughout, and offers 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. There is a front
covered terrace looking out to the street and a rear partially covered terrace that overlooks the pool area. At the far
end of the pool area is a storeroom and a pergola in the garden providing shade for the summer months. A long
driveway leads to the double car port and to the left of this are some fruit and olive trees in a separate enclosed area.
The plot is completely walled and fenced in, separating the house and pool area from the other areas of the driveway
and the fruit trees. 

Layout
There are three different ways of entering the villa and parking is possible both at the front of the property as well as
driving around the side of the villa to the driveway and double car port. At the front of the villa there are a couple of
steps up to a covered porch overlooking the street and leading to the front door. You can also go to the pool area
direct from here via a side entrance. The front door opens into a hallway that leads to the main bedroom on the right
and straight ahead to the living area. The main bedroom looks out to the front and has a separate dressing room with
a window to the garden and 4 large wardrobes for plenty of storage. There is an ensuite bathroom with a built-in
shower and a window to the covered porch. 

Going through to the main living area, there is a large, open plan kitchen – dining room with an arch opening into a
sunny sitting room that has patio doors to the partially covered terrace of 22m2. The kitchen has traditional style,
wooden units with black marble counter tops, an island and a fridge-freezer, electric oven and gas hob as well as a
wood burning stove in one corner. The sitting room has windows on all sides and a feature gas fireplace. 

There are 3 further double bedrooms, one off the sitting room and two off the dining- kitchen area. There is a second
bathroom with a bath, that connects to the living area and to one of the bedrooms. One of the bedrooms has a door
opening directly to the garden at the side of the villa and another bedroom has a window looking out to the pool area. 

Off the kitchen is a utility area with more built-in counter space and room for a washing machine and dishwasher. A
side door opens to a covered porch with the gas water heater. 

External areas

  4 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   226m² Размер сборки
  2.591m² Размер участка   Бассейн

319.000€

 Недвижимость продается Mojacar Estates SL
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